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Tastes change, markets change and delivery demands 

change, but one thing that remains constant is the need 

for adaptability in food and beverage supply chains. In the 

past year alone, the industry has been forced to cope with 

pressure from the Amazon effect, market volatility and a 

global pandemic, among many other stressors. 

But when armed with real-time supply chain visibility, food 

and beverage shippers can be more agile as long-term best 

practices become obsolete in a rapidly changing world. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Supply Chain Leader’s Guide to  
Optimizing Food & Beverage Logistics

By harnessing the power of real-time and predictive supply 

chain visibility, leaders in the food and beverage industry can:  

⊲ Enable immediate corrective action when obstacles arise, 

before operations are negatively impacted

⊲ Leverage historical data and advanced analytics to inform 

strategic long-term decision-making

⊲ Optimize resource utilization across the supply chain to cut 

costs, while improving internal processes
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In this guide, you’ll discover how leading food and beverage 
brands are putting supply chain visibility technology to work in 
their logistics operations, and reaping the benefits of improved 
transparency and collaboration across their supply chains.
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Source: Garner (May 2020)

Why Is Visibility Necessary?

Advanced visibility technology gives shippers the information they need to make 

proactive decisions about their freight operations, improving efficiency and delighting 

their customers.

Supply chain visibility breaks down data silos to connect your existing systems. It 

enables transparency and collaboration throughout your supply chain ecosystem, 

and provides data-fueled insights into what actions to take through your existing 

systems, including: 

⊲ Transportation Management Systems (TMS)

⊲ Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

⊲ Warehouse Management Systems (WMS)

⊲ ELD/telematics devices  

 

As the challenges in the food and beverage industry grow, and demands from 

customers increase, shippers are learning they can’t continue to move goods and 

supplies in the same old way. You must change with the times - and that means 

increasing visibility. 

of Chief Supply Chain Officers cite lack of

supply chain visibility as their biggest challenge.84%
Source: Institute of Business Value Chief Supply Chain Officer Study, IBM, 2018.
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In their May 2020 publication of “How to Assess 

the Benefits and Return on Investment of a 

Real-Time Transportation Visibility Platform,” 

Gartner analysts outline the seven primary 

benefits derived from the use of real-time 

transportation visibility platforms (see graphic).

As supply chain networks grow in complexity 

and unexpected market dynamics continue to 

thwart plans, it’s more important than ever to 

have actionable, data-backed insights and a 

platform on which to collaborate both across 

your organization and with your partners. 

Shippers across the world are increasingly 

relying on real-time data and machine learning 

analytics to improve their performance, 

eliminate the potential for wasted resources, 

avoid missed delivery appointments

and delight their customers. 

BUSINESS VALUE DERIVED FROM REAL-TIME TRANSPORTATION VISIBILITY

DetentionCapacity

OTIF PenaltiesInventory 

Customer
Service

LaborCollaboration

Real-Time
Transportation

Visibility
Benefits

Source: Gartner, “How to Assess the Benefits and Return on 

Investment of a Real-Time Transportation Visibility Platform,” 

Carly West, Bart De Muynck, 13 May 2020.

WHY IS VIS IB ILIT Y NECESSARY?
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End-to-end supply chain visibility allows you to know exactly where your shipments 

are and when they’ll arrive. Shippers leverage visibility technology in order to improve 

on-time delivery, reduce lead times, improve facility efficiency and proactively manage 

demand.

THE VALUE OF VISIBILITY FOR FOOD & BEVERAGE SHIPPERS 

Enhance End-to-End
Supply Chain Efficiency

This constant cycle of adapting, learning, collaborating and 

optimizing allows for much-needed adaptability. Supply chain 

visibility solutions are necessary tools to have continuous 

improvement in our processes at the macro level, not only

in logistics.” 

“
F E R N A N D A  O N G AY
L O G I S T I C S  M A N A G E R
C O N S T E L L AT I O N  B R A N D S 
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IMPROVE ON-TIME DELIVERY

Real-time supply chain visibility platforms enable users to proactively manage exceptions,

using the most advanced machine learning ETA predictions and a robust suite of 

communication tools. Knowing exactly when your shipments will arrive at their 

destinations helps prevent bottlenecks, increases on-time delivery rates and improves 

customer satisfaction.

Even with the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, F&B shippers on the FourKites 
platform increased on-time performance by 8% over the previous year. 

Shippers who leverage real-time supply chain visibility are able to track the progress of

their loads and pinpoint issues before they impact the final delivery. One common way 

F&B shippers improve their on-time delivery rates is through customizable notifications.

SUCCESS STORY: SMITHFIELD

 

Smithfield, one of the world’s largest pork producers, 

wanted to implement FourKites to track shipments 

across its supply chain. Visibility enabled Smithfield to 

book more accurate delivery times with retailers and to 

adjust those windows proactively, leaving enough time 

for retailers to react without disruption. 

Smithfield’s on-time delivery rate improved 

from 87% to 94%.

Additionally, Smithfield was able to analyze data 

available in FourKites’ platform to drive a broader 

supply chain transformation that included:

⊲  Identifying best-performing supply chain partners for 

future business decisions

⊲  Streamlining warehouse and dock operations to 

optimize operational efficiency

As a result of that success, Smithfield extended its 

usage of FourKites to include temperature tracking and 

ocean freight tracking.

Load Not Assigned: Ensure you have carrier coverage, and prevent pick-up delays

ETA Changed: Proactively reschedule appointments and manage expectations

Load Not Picked Up: Monitor loading time to ensure on-time departure

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  ENHANCE END -TO - END SUPPLY CHAIN VIS IB ILIT Y

CUSTOM NOTIFICATIONS DRIVE EFFICIENCY
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With increasing pressure to shorten cycle times, manage volatility 

and deliver more quickly, shippers who fail to provide accurate 

ETAs will lose valuable market share to competitors who can meet 

these demands. 

To calculate accurate and reliable ETAs, FourKites uses a 

combination of its machine learning algorithm and the largest 

network of logistics data on the planet. The ETAs that are predicted 

using this model are highly accurate, regardless of geography.  

 

And as this network continues to grow, the benefits for 

participating companies exponentially increase as the algorithms 

grow increasingly accurate.

We continue to see the demand from customers that say, 

‘Hey, I love your product. I want it to be here on time, but 

also I want to know where it’s at from point A to point B, to 

be able to make sure I’m efficient on my end.’ Visibility has 

been very good as far as meeting that demand from our 

customers, and finding inefficiencies so we can help bridge 

the gap for both.”

“

C H R I S  P L A N T
D I R E C T O R ,  C U S T O M E R  S E R V I C E
T Y S O N  F O O D S

FOURKITES: MORE DATA, RICHER ANALYTICS

55+ TB
of data ingested

per month

2 billion
geolocations processed

150
data points reviewed with 

each geolocation update

1 million
shipments per day

GPS Location Every 15 Mins Truck-specific Routing

Predictive Load and

Unload Times

Weather Condition

Updates

Real-time Rail

Tracking Information

Predictive Dwell by Stop

Across Multiple Shippers

Real-time Parcel Tracking Information

Predictive Traffic

Lane-specific Parameters

Real-time Ocean

Tracking information

Real-time

Traffic Conditions

Location-specific

Operating Hours

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  ENHANCE END -TO - END SUPPLY CHAIN VIS IB ILIT Y

What makes up FourKites’ Dynamic ETA?
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SUCCESS STORY: LTL

After implementing FourKites’ LTL platform, one 

of America’s largest food producers experienced

87% more accurate ETAs when compared to 

industry standards, as well as a 1-hour arrival 

time window, compared to median industry-

average windows of 600+ minutes.

BRING PREDICTABILITY TO LTL SHIPMENTS  

Less-than-truckload shipments are more important now than ever for F&B shippers, LTL 

is more cost-efficient than full-truckload shipments, and a more appropriate mode of 

transport in many situations, especially when loads need to be sent immediately. 

But it’s no secret that LTL shipments are notoriously unpredictable when it comes to 

delivery times. Shippers may be given an ETA window or more typically a “day-of” date, 

but too often, those very rough ETAs are missed. This is due to the multiple terminal stops 

and varying transit times inherent in LTL shipping. The lack of predictable and reliable 

ETAs translates into delays and dissatisfied customers, up and down the supply chain.

With 96% of the LTL market on its platform, FourKites has applied the same Dynamic ETA 

methodology of its full-truckload shipments to its pool of LTL data, releasing the first-ever

Dynamic ETA for LTL that offers unprecedented accuracy and granularity when it comes to

LTL freight movements.

Compared to the previous industry gold standard of

“day of arrival” estimates, FourKites’ ETAs for LTL 

offer 6x more accurate delivery windows 

than have ever been possible before. 

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  ENHANCE END -TO - END SUPPLY CHAIN VIS IB ILIT Y
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INCREASE DRIVER PRODUCTIVITY AND FLEET CAPACITY 

REDUCE DWELL TIME 

 

Drivers are the unsung heroes of any supply chain, and they are on the road for an average 

of just 7 of the 11 daily permitted driving hours; the rest of that time is spent sitting at facilities, 

waiting to load/unload, filling out paperwork and other administrative requirements. 

By giving yard, dock and warehouse personnel real-time information about when a load will 

actually arrive, regardless of the appointment time, supply chain visibility technology can 

help to significantly reduce dwell times at major facilities. This allows them to accurately 

reroute trucks and reassign available staff to the places they’re needed the most, minimizing 

delays and getting those drivers back on the road as quickly as possible.

Even with the pandemic, F&B carriers in the FourKites network have
decreased their dwell time by 7.5% over the last year.

10 THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y: 
ENHANCE END -TO - END SUPPLY CHAIN VIS IB ILIT Y

COLLABORATING TO END DETENTION 

In 2019, FourKites carried out a real-world study 

with the Trading Partner Alliance and F&B industry 

leaders Coca-Cola, Land O’Lakes, Giant Eagle and 

Wegmans to find out just how much of an impact 

greater visibility can make in reducing detention 

times. Within the first six weeks of the study, 

detention had been reduced 2-4% for the 

entire operation. Given those early results, imagine 

what the impact might be over the course of a year! 
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3 WAYS TO REDUCE DWELL TIME WITH VISIBILITY

Alerts can be sent to the 

dock scheduler notifying 

them to prepare for a 

truck’s early or late arrival

Appointments can be 

rescheduled if the

real-time predicted ETA 

puts the load at risk

Drivers can plan ahead 

based on traffic and 

predicted ETA to 

optimize their breaks

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  ENHANCE END -TO - END SUPPLY CHAIN VIS IB ILIT Y

When problems do arise, real-time visibility data enables shippers and carriers to minimize 

their impact, as well. If you’re a carrier and your load is tracking in FourKites, shippers can 

tackle the obstacles that impede your driver’s efficient stop and on-time delivery. 

1. Analyze scheduling and workflow.

Map out the workflow for drivers, from check-in to loading and exit. Any first-time visitor 

should be able to easily follow that workflow.

2. Know when your trucks will actually arrive.

Efficient loading dock operations depend upon predictability in scheduling 

and staffing.

3. Distributing load volume equally across days and shifts.

Recommend using the lean hours of the night to fill drop trailers and open more 

appointments at night to lower dwell times during the day.

ACTIONABLE STEPS MITIGATE THE IMPACT OF DWELL 
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OPTIMIZE ASSET UTILIZATION

Did you know that up to 40% of trucks on the road at any given time are empty?

Collaborating on empty miles, or “deadhead”, is another way supply chain visibility can 

help increase capacity utilization. With comprehensive end-to-end supply chain visibility,

shippers can evaluate their internal freight networks for opportunities to consolidate 

lanes into a single round trip. By establishing partnerships to find mutually beneficial 

overlapping lanes on which to share capacity, companies across the logistics ecosystem 

can maximize efficiency across their supply chains.

SUCCESS STORY: LAND O’ LAKES 

 

The Trading Partner Alliance, an food industry relations group, was looking for a way to 

reduce empty miles as part of its sustainability initiative for its members. They decided 

to leverage FourKites’ Lane Connect, a tool that analyzes historic lane patterns to 

eliminate empty miles within internal freight networks or through partnerships of 

shared capacity on overlapping lanes. 

One of the first opportunities identified was between Land O’Lakes and an another 

shipper with a dedicated private fleet. The private fleet was able to pick up a regional 

backhaul for Land O’Lakes, which resulted in a cost savings of 20-25% for Land 

O’Lakes, and reduced the other party’s empty miles by 1,004 miles weekly. This first 

collaboration has been so successful that they are expanding to other lanes across the 

country, and exploring opportunities with other partners. 

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  ENHANCE END -TO - END SUPPLY CHAIN VIS IB ILIT Y
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MAXIMIZE TRACK-AND-TRACE EFFICIENCY

It’s critical that supply chain partners know the location of their shipments, but manual

track-and-trace methods can take hours of emails and check calls between stakeholders. 

And even with that effort, you still only know where the shipment is at any given moment, 

with no predictive insight. 

A recent analysis of track-and-trace efficiency across FourKites’ customer base indicated 

that users save 20 minutes per load, on average, when they use a load-level encrypted 

URL through the FourKites app. FourKites customers who use this feature 500 times per 

month can save up to 166 staff hours! 

When transportation teams are able to spend less time on manual track-and-trace 

responsibilities they are free to focus on higher value-add tasks. 

We really appreciate the fact that we can, with a click of a button, 

see all of our late or potentially late freight because of the 

predictive analytics in FourKites. The data also helps us manage 

lane imbalances – so if we’re consistently running ahead or behind 

schedule in a particular lane, we can adjust accordingly.”

“
C O D Y  C O O K
G E N E R A L  M A N A G E R
F R O Z E N  F O O D  E X P R E S S

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  ENHANCE END -TO - END SUPPLY CHAIN VIS IB ILIT Y
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Building and maintaining strong customer relationships is paramount to success, and in 

the F&B industry, you not only have end consumers to please, but also retail partners. 

With real-time supply chain visibility, companies have the opportunity to improve 

customer satisfaction before their product even hits store shelves. Transportation teams 

can contribute to overall customer satisfaction by letting retailers know exactly when 

their shipment is arriving, and proactively managing exceptions when things go awry.

THE VALUE OF VISIBILITY FOR FOOD & BEVERAGE SHIPPERS

Improve Retailer Relationships

Using machine learning-powered algorithms to predict when a shipment is at risk 

allows for more recovered loads. One major retailer recovers up to 35% of late or 

at-risk loads as a result of their supply chain visibility platform. And if they can’t 

recover a load, they can notify store managers with plenty of time to reschedule the 

appointment or dock labor.
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COMBATTING OTIF

Meeting OTIF requirements enables you to avoid costly fines from retailers and helps you build 

strong relationships with your customers.  

 

HOW F&B COMPANIES SHOULD THINK ABOUT OTIF  

DURING MARKET TURBULENCE

⊲ Assess facilities and implement operational improvements to reduce friction

⊲ Outline and maintain warehouse best practices 

⊲ Pay particular attention to demand sensing to prevent bullwhip effects 

TEMPERATURE TRACKING

What does on-time, in-full really matter if the products you’re delivering 

aren’t safe for consumption? 

F&B shippers who manage temperature-sensitive goods now have the tools needed to 

stay ahead of risks to their spoiled inventory or customer relationships.  

With real-time temperature monitoring, shippers have greater confidence in the quality of 

their shipments, and are empowered to take action on at-risk loads before any spoilage 

occurs. If quality issues do arise, shippers can easily share a record of temperature 

readings collected in real time throughout the journey, promoting trust and transparency 

between supply chain partners.

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  IMPROVE RETAILER REL ATIONSHIPS
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

Trends in consumer shipping practices have influenced the B2B wholesale market;

simply sharing the estimated delivery window for goods is no longer sufficient for retail 

customers. Customers now expect up-to-the minute order tracking. Legacy track-and-

track systems simply cannot keep up. 

Close alignment and collaboration among manufacturers, customers, carriers and 

warehouse operators reduces the chances of dissatisfaction between parties. Even 

when things are running smoothly and shipments are on time, the ability to share live-

tracking dashboards through a real-time visibility solution provides a much appreciated 

level of transparency and boost to customer relationships. 

And when exceptions do arise, as they inevitably will, proactive monitoring and 

communication can help to rectify those situations and keep your customers apprised of 

shifts in schedule.

Customers may buy products, but what they are really buying is the 

entire experience. And that’s what they are judging a company on.”“
Y O N E  D E W B E R R Y
C H I E F  S U P P LY  C H A I N  O F F I C E R
L A N D  O ’  L A K E S

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  IMPROVE RETAILER REL ATIONSHIPS
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COLLABORATE TO STREAMLINE PROCESSES

You can’t optimize your end-to-end supply chain performance in a silo. 

To effectively solve problems in real time – and to drive continuous 

improvement – all parties must be able to communicate in real time. 

And they need a single, shared source of truth that enables clear 

opportunities for collaboration.

With FourKites’ Direct Store Delivery and Merchandiser 
solutions, we now have visibility into the last mile of our 
supply chain –  from our warehouses to our retailers – 
instead of relying on a printed route plan that does not 
update as delivery sequences change.”

“
B R E T T  F R A N K E N B E R G
S V P,  P R O D U C T  S U P P LY  P L A N N I N G  &  B O T T L E  S A L E S
C O K E  C O N S O L I D AT E D

The more we can share data with one another, the more 
we can understand how our behaviors are driving both 
efficiencies and inefficiencies. From order patterns to 
dock capacity, dwell time, detention time – that’s where 
we’re going to gain more and more value.”

“
C H R I S  P L A N T
D I R E C T O R ,  C U S T O M E R  S E R V I C E
T Y S O N  F O O D S

EXPANDING THE SCOPE OF VISIBILITY  

With tailor-made solutions for merchandisers, visibility helps team 

members in the field spend more time restocking shelves and managing 

resources, instead of waiting for late shipments or dashing from store to 

store. Merchandisers can track shipment locations in real time, access 

continuously updated ETAs, and even message drivers. 

17 THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  IMPROVE RETAILER REL ATIONSHIPS
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From February to March 2020 the FourKites platform showed a 24% increase in 

goods moving across the United States, likely due to COVID-19-related panic buying. 

In the midst of this pandemic-induced volatility, shippers were also tasked with 

managing higher dwell times, arranging spot freight to cover capacity and managing 

OTIF fees, while the American public became acutely aware of the important role 

that supply chains play in day-to-day life. And with profit margins well below overall 

market averages – just 22.05% vs. 49.4%, according to CSIMarket – food producers 

must keep a closer eye on their logistics costs than ever before. 

According to Gartner, “Many companies lack visibility of their shipments in transit.

This lack of visibility results in instability, unpredictability, delays and poor customer 

service. Real-time transportation visibility platforms are growing rapidly in popularity 

and use in business today. These solutions provide real time visibility and alerts 

to customers for shipments in transit. Letting customers know where their 

freight is and when it will be delivered to them has become a key 

requirement from customers and consumers alike.”

THE VALUE OF VISIBILITY FOR FOOD & BEVERAGE SHIPPERS

Lower Logistics Costs

Source: Gartner, “How to Assess the Benefits and Return on Investment of a Real-Time Transportation Visibility Platform,” 

Carly West, Bart De Muynck, 13 May 2020.
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COMBATING DETENTION CHARGES

Detention has negative implications on productivity and profits up and down the supply 

chain: 

⊲ Shippers and carriers lose money when facilities are underperforming

⊲ Drivers experience lower job satisfaction and lost wages due to extended dwell 

⊲ Carriers leverage detention fees on shippers

⊲ Shippers face OTIF fines and angry customers

Shippers and carriers alike are able to reduce detention costs by examining patterns in 

detention across factors including facility, time of day and lane. Once stakeholders can 

identify where the costs are coming from, shippers and carriers on a common supply chain 

visibility platform can share data and collaborate to eliminate bottlenecks before they even 

occur.

One of the nation’s largest food 

distributors has reduced YTD detention 

costs by $59,000 by leveraging the data 

and tools provided by FourKites’ supply 

chain visibility platform across their 

logistics operations.  
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PREVENT DISPUTES OVER CHARGES 

When detention charges or other fees are incurred, staff can easily validate charges 

using the status event updates collected throughout the life of the load. Custom 

geofences allow for even more precision in defining arrival times, departure times and 

time spent waiting at facilities. Not only can freight pay teams dispute any charges that 

are invalid, but two-way integration with TMS systems means that supply chain visibility 

can also streamline payouts and communication with carriers.

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  LOWER LOGISTICS COSTS

By leveraging FourKites, one major food processing company 

saves up to $500 per load
on late shipments disputed by its transportation teams.

HOW REAL-TIME SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY COMPLEMENTS TMS   

The core value proposition of a transportation management system (TMS) is optimized 

planning and execution. But TMS platforms aren’t built for real-time visibility. 

According to a recent article in American Shipper, “Visibility is actually a layer atop 

true global transportation platforms.” In other words, a TMS alone will not give you 

real-time visibility, but visibility will help you maximize value from your TMS (or your 

ERP, for that matter). That’s why supply chain visibility was voted the most important 

system to implement to improve operations once your TMS and ERP are in place, 

according to a study conducted by The Ohio State University’s Fisher School of 
Business. 

https://www.supplychain247.com/paper/evaluating_the_business_case_and_approval_process_for_supply_chain_executio
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MANAGING CARRIER COSTS

Aligning your transportation team and carriers around a single source of truth creates

opportunities for improvement for both parties. Having data-driven meetings removes 

emotion from the conversation and can preserve relationships while driving productive 

change.  

 

Instead of calling carriers when there’s a potential problem, having a good supply chain 

visibility strategy in place ensures that shippers already have the information they need 

to work productively with their carriers on root-cause analysis and controls.

Moreover, using visibility data in conversations with carriers to allows them to 

strengthen their carrier scorecards, and enables you to reward high-performing carrier 

and transportation partners.

We can now focus the right carriers on the right loads, not just from 

a cost basis. Now we can look at day-of-week service, and we can 

look at the facility level.” 
“

B R I A N  S T O U F E R
S E N I O R  D I R E C T O R ,  T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
C O N A G R A  B R A N D S

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  LOWER LOGISTICS COSTS
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REDUCE INVENTORY CARRYING COSTS

Knowing the variations of ETAs in real time allows us to better 

manage our inventories – even reducing the percentage of 

safety stock of some raw materials so we can change to plan 

for just-in-time production. This connection that exists between 

planning and reliable transit times allows us to be prepared for 

any change in volume, either up or down, and – above all – to 

attend to the urgency that we may have in production changes.”

“

F E R N A N D A  O N G AY
L O G I S T I C S  M A N A G E R
C O N S T E L L AT I O N  B R A N D S  

Keeping up with customer demands and maintaining a lean operation requires carefully 

orchestrated production and distribution processes. There is no one-size-fits-all 

solution, but F&B companies that can accurately predict their cycle times are better 

equipped to avoid bottlenecks and wasteful buffers in their production processes. 

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  LOWER LOGISTICS COSTS
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SUCCESS STORY: COKE CONSOLIDATED

Coke Consolidated is the largest Coca-Cola bottler 

in the US. They make, sell and distribute 300 

brands of beverages and handle over 400 million 

cases per year. 

Despite a complex distribution model and large 

fluctuations in demand for various SKUs, Coke 

Consolidated was achieving an over 98% in-stock 

position with its retail customers. However,  

that performance was achieved in part by carrying 

4 to 5 days of inventory at their own warehouses. 

The team felt there was room for improvement on 

in-stock position and that high service levels were 

costing too much. The team settled on real-time 

visibility as the catalyst for improvement.

Since Coke Consolidated partnered with FourKites 

for real-time visibility, the team has seen significant 

improvements: 

⊲  Improved in-stock position to over 99% 

⊲  Reduced excess inventory   

⊲  Lowered cost per case delivered

C H R I S  P L A N T
D I R E C T O R ,  C U S T O M E R  S E R V I C E
T Y S O N  F O O D S 

What visibility has done is give us more insight into how we supply 

and execute orders. How we transfer product and materials from 

our production facilities to our forward warehouses, in particular, 

is where it’s become increasingly important. Now we have a better 

understanding of where that product is in our supply chain and where 

we’re at as far as how we’re performing on a cycle time.” 

“

Supply chain visibility allows companies to leverage a detailed analysis of their logistics 

operations to make confident, data-backed decisions regarding how much time is 

needed to fill and deliver orders.  

A strong knowledge of where the moving pieces are in your supply chain, and what 

you can do if variability or exceptions occur, can aid in significantly reducing how 

much inventory you need to keep on hand at any given time. Minimizing the buffer in 

materials and inventory not only lowers your operating costs, but enables you to keep 

warehouse space to a minimum, further reducing the impact to your bottom line. 

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  LOWER LOGISTICS COSTS
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PLAN DOCK LABOR MORE EFFECTIVELY WITH
INBOUND SHIPMENT ETAS

Efficient loading dock operations depend upon predictability – especially when it comes 

to effective staffing. Combining real-time visibility and analytics on historical data allows 

you to gain control of your dock operations.  

 

OPTIMIZE IN REAL TIME  

Push notifications, SMS texts and email alerts keep warehouse managers and dock teams 

informed of expected truck arrival times. And instead of scrambling to do piece picks that 

occupy teams and dock space – only to have another truck show up first – warehouse 

managers can level out and sequence the work for maximum efficiency.

SCHEDULE SMARTER WITH DATA

Not only does visibility into real-time arrivals help to plan dock labor, but analysis of 

historical load volumes also helps to optimize long-term planning. Data trends by facility 

enable shippers to balance load volumes throughout the week to maximize productivity.

THE VALUE OF VIS IB ILIT Y:  LOWER LOGISTICS COSTS

A collaborative study conducted by FourKites and the Trading Partner Alliance 

found that facility throughput and dwell time varies widely based on time of 

day and  staffing levels. At distribution centers where facilities have limited 

staff on “third shifts,” an increased turnaround time of up to 51% was observed 

for individual loads. Appropriate staffing based on load volume can reduce 

dwell time as well as save money.
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COVID-19 upended the global economy, and few industries have been more affected

than food and beverage. Labor shortages, hoarding and a collapse of the restaurant 

segment have led to wild swings in demand. These dramatic changes have also laid 

bare our dependence upon a highly complex and inefficient supply chain. 

INNOVATION UNDER PRESSURE

One tool specifically created to help shippers of essential goods during the COVID-19 

pandemic is FourKites’ free and publicly available Network Congestion Map. The map 

provides new visibility into delays so companies around the world can act proactively 

to plan and optimize their supply chain operations.

 

The interactive map, which details cross-border freight and port delays globally, as 

well as interstate transit metrics and average wait times for trucks and ships, can be 

found at: live.fourkites.com/border-crossing.

Adapting in a Crisis

FourKites’ Network Congestion Map is a great way to understand 
current impacts and potential risks for the global supply networks 
that rely on ocean freight. We are grateful to FourKites for their 
responsiveness and for providing this visibility so quickly.” 
S E R G I Y  YA B L O N S K I Y
S E N I O R  P R O D U C T  M A N A G E R ,  T R A N S P O R TAT I O N
N E S T L É

“

https://live.fourkites.com/border-crossing
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In this “new normal”, we can no longer rely on our past experience to make informed 

decisions about operations today. Knowledge is power, and companies that take 

advantage of the best sources of intelligence will see great benefits to their operations 

and to their bottom line. For shippers and carriers alike, visibility is the key. 

To meet the dynamic challenges of a market in crisis, we need a more resilient supply 

chain that can readily flex and adapt to stress and turbulence. 

So how do you build a resilient, optimized F&B supply chain?

For companies looking to succeed in this new era – one where leaders secure retailer loyalty 

at the lowest possible cost, despite incredible market volatility – supply chain visibility is no 

longer a nice-to-have, but rather a business necessity. 

The value of visibility doesn’t just lie in improving delivery speed; the value of visibility means 

leveraging advanced machine learning algorithms and big data to do more with less, to react 

more quickly, automate more fully, operate more efficiently and collaborate more easily. 

Excellence in food and beverage logistics starts with real-time visibility.
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Unmatched Accuracy

Calculate the industry’s most precise ETAs based on the broadest 

network of GPS/ELD integrations feeding up-to-the-minute data into a

machine learning algorithm, updated every 15 minutes.

Quickest Time to Value

Get up and running in weeks with our dedicated onboarding team 

and out-of-the-box integrations with leading TMS, GPS/ELD, dispatch 

systems, and carriers.

Broadest Coverage

Track loads across road, rail and ocean with a true multi-modal platform, 

consolidating insights into a single view.

Superior Customer Service

Rest assured knowing our integrated service and training team –

consistently cited by customers as the most responsive and helpful in 

the industry – is available by phone and email.

The FourKites DifferenceFOOD & BEVERAGE LEADERS TRUST FOURKITES 
FOR REAL-TIME SUPPLY CHAIN VISIBILITY

PAST 12 MONTHS – BY THE NUMBERS

Despite the significant challenges presented by COVID-19-related 
supply chain disruptions, over the last 12 months... 

increased on-time

performance by

8%
decreased dwell 

time by

7.5%

50% growth
in the volume of F&B loads on the platform

F&B companies rely on

FourKites

18 of the
top-20 

F&B shipper

customer growth of

23%
F&B carrier

growth of

20%

90%

FourKites shippers have FourKites carriers have
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Learn More 

For more information, please visit  

www.fourkites.com  

or contact a FourKites representative at  

1-888-466-6958

hello@FourKites.com

FourKites, Inc

500 West Madison Street

Suite 3300

Chicago, IL 60661
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